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Abstract: Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) is well suited to challenging environments, defined by
the lack of reliable end-to-end communication paths to the destination. However, the available energy
is not considered in the majority of existing DTN routing protocols when they make forwarding
decisions. This limits both delivery probabilities and the network lifetimes in energy-constrained
applications. This paper investigates energy-aware routing protocols for wildlife tracking application
to transmit data from attached sensors on the animal’s back to data collection base stations.
We propose three new network protocol strategies to extend common DTN routing protocols, and
consider the available energy to achieve efficient utilization of the node’s energy in transmission
and sensing. These strategies enhance packet delivery rates up to 13% by carefully using the limited
energy resources. We simulate two different animal tracking scenarios and show that the new
strategies provide significant performance improvement under different scenarios.
Keywords: delay tolerant network; routing protocols; energy-aware routing protocol; forwarding
algorithm; the ONE simulator; wireless sensor networks; animal tracking
1. Introduction
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are an active area of research that has gained significant
attention in the past decade. WSNs are commonly used for monitoring indoor or outdoor environments
and relaying sensed data to a database via a gateway. An important and challenging application of
WSNs is monitoring wildlife where attached sensors on the animals can track movement with high
temporal and spatial resolution [1]. A WSN node has three components, viz., sensing for measuring
properties of the environment, processing for storing-processing the data and wireless communication
for transmitting the sensed data to a Base Station (BS) or data sink [2]. WSN nodes can track the
location and activity of those animals to investigate their behaviour. However, for small animals, these
sensors must be lightweight and necessarily have limited energy available. Therefore, new approaches
are needed to design WSN system architectures and protocols to maximize the data delivery, while
considering available energy.
WSN nodes are typically powered with batteries. Power sources such as solar panels can be
added to the nodes to replenish its energy. A key issue is how to use limited energy resources within
the WSN node in an effective and efficient way. Since externally recharging or replacing the battery is
infeasible in some applications, efficient utilization of energy resources and optimization techniques
are required to prolong the network lifetime.
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WSN nodes spend a large proportion of their energy on communicating data back to a BS. While
extensive related work exists for WSN protocols, the most relevant background is in the area of an
Intermittently Connected Network (ICN), in which there is no end-to-end connection between the
source and the destination. Specifically, a networking paradigm called Delay Tolerant Networking
(DTN) has been proposed to address challenges such as communication disruptions and delays in
ICNs [3]. The main challenge of DTNs is limited energy resources that constrain nodes to local area
communications, which means the data cannot be continuously streamed to a remote base station.
DTN is an intermittently connected (wireless) mobile ad hoc network (MANET), which provides no
guarantees of end-to-end connectivity between the source and the destination. For successful data
transmission over the network in the presence of delay and interruption, cooperation between nodes
is required [4].
Routing protocols for conventional networks and MANETs are inadequate to provide successful
data transmission in DTNs owing to a lack of persistent end-to-end connectivity. To overcome
intermittent connectivity, DTNs use a common method called the store-carry-forward approach for
data delivery [5]. In this approach, messages can be transferred between the source and the destination
in several hops. When the message is generated, it will be stored in the buffer of the source node then
forwarded to other encountered nodes. When the next node is not immediately available, then the
message would be stored in a buffer and carried until an appropriate communication opportunity
arises. This is repeated until the message reaches its destination.
The main challenges under investigation are limited available energy resources and limited node
connectivity in long-term animal tracking applications. While previous researchers investigated energy
consumption of DTN protocols, they have not addressed the performance of the algorithms in terms
of available energy and have not considered energy harvesting. With energy harvesting, the energy
budget available for DTN protocols is dynamic, which requires adaptive protocols. How to reconfigure
forwarding protocols in DTNs as the energy budget changes is challenging. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, there is no previous work on energy-aware protocols for DTNs.
To address this challenge, three new generalized strategies are examined to augment existing
routing protocols with the consideration of energy awareness, in terms of energy harvesting and energy
storage. An energy conservation state is defined in which the nodes stop participating in routing
and stop collecting data to conserve energy for transmitting existing packets to the data sink later.
The Threshold strategy enters the conservation state based on a user-defined energy threshold. The
Remaining Required Energy (RRE) strategy determines the optimal threshold based on the amount
of energy required to transmit data to a sink. The Optimized Remaining Required Energy (ORRE)
strategy determines a threshold based on the expected amount of data to be collected before data can
be offloaded to a BS.
This work is motivated by a specific application of tracking the location of small, highly mobile
animals, such as flying foxes [6], with WSN nodes. In this application, network gateways are located
at some roosting camps of the flying foxes. During feeding times, all the flying foxes are far from
the roosting camps, and there is no connectivity to the gateways. Additionally, some flying foxes do
not roost at gateway-equipped camps, and so their data must be relayed by other animals through a
DTN network. The nodes have a constrained energy budget including stored energy, as well as energy
that is periodically harvested from small solar cells. The Opportunistic Networking Environment
(ONE) simulator [7] is used to evaluate performance of Threshold, RRE and ORRE strategies through
different scenarios. We simulate two scenarios of animal tracking including flying foxes (active at
night) and pigeons (active during the day) to explore different interplay of daily activity patterns and
energy-harvesting periods.
Our results indicate that performance of energy-aware versions of DTN routing protocols can
improve the packet delivery rate by up to 13%. Results also show that ORRE can outperform RRE
with up to 4% higher packet delivery rate.
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This paper is an extension of our previously published conference paper [8]. Our previous work
considered the Threshold and RRE strategies in the context of a flying fox strategy. This new paper
extends this work by describing an improved algorithm, ORRE, and also by considering a second
“pigeon” scenario where energy harvesting and animal activity happen at the same time. Additionally,
this paper provides details of how the ONE simulator has been extended to support energy-aware
forwarding decisions.
2. Related Work
2.1. Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) Routing Protocols
DTN routing protocols can be classified in relation to the type of information collected by nodes
to make routing decisions. Finding the destination requires two different properties: replication and
knowledge [9]. Replication uses multiple copies of each message to increase the chance of delivery
probability and reduce delivery latency. Knowledge makes forwarding decisions based on information
about the network. The DTN routing protocols are classified into two categories based on these
properties [9,10]:
• Flooding routing protocols;
• Forwarding routing protocols.
In the flooding protocols, each node spreads a number of copies of each message to other nodes
without any information about the structure of the network. The nodes keep and store the copies of
the messages in their buffer until they encounter the next node or the destination. Message replication
helps to increase the probability of message delivery because more nodes are responsible for delivering
the message to the base station. The flooding routing protocols include Epidemic Routing, Two-Hop
Relaying, Tree-Based Flooding and Prioritized Epidemic Routing [10–12].
Forwarding routing is a knowledge-based approach without replication. In this strategy,
knowledge about the network is required by the routing protocol and the nodes collect information
about other nodes in the network to select the best path to forward the message to the destination [9].
Location-Based Routing, Source Routing, Per-Hop Routing and Per-Contact Routing belong to the
forwarding family [10,12].
The next paragraphs provide more details about popular existing DTN routing protocols, which
are used in this study, specifically, Direct Delivery, Spray and Wait (SAW), Epidemic, and Probabilistic
Routing Protocol using History of Encounters and Transitivity (PROPHET). The purpose of presenting
these protocols is to use them as baselines for adding our proposed energy awareness, and to compare
their performance with and without energy awareness.
2.1.1. Direct Delivery
The Direct Delivery routing is a single-copy routing protocol [13] where nodes only carry one
copy of the message for transmitting directly to the final destination without any relaying to additional
nodes [6]. This strategy does not require any information about the network and permits the messages
to be transmitted through one hop only when the source nodes are in contact with the destination.
This simple protocol has minimum overhead ratio, but has low delivery ratio. It is typically used as a
baseline for other protocols [9].
2.1.2. Epidemic
Vahdat and Becker [14] proposed the opportunistic routing protocol called Epidemic, which is a
flooding-based forwarding protocol. The objectives of this routing are to maximize the delivery of the
messages, and minimize the delivery latency in message delivery.
In the Epidemic protocol, nodes send copies of messages to all nodes that they encounter with
no knowledge of the network. The encountered nodes save the messages in their buffer using the
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store-carry-forward method until meeting another node or destination. The list of messages, which is
stored in the node’s buffer, is called the summary vector. Whenever two nodes encounter each other
they exchange their summary vectors and compare them to identify new messages that should be
downloaded from the encountered node.
The Epidemic algorithm guarantees high delivery rates and the destination can receive all
messages from nodes if the buffer capacity of nodes is sufficiently large [9]. A common approach
in Epidemic is to set a Time-To-Live (TTL) on the expiry time for each message, so nodes only keep
message copies until the TTL has expired [4]. In fact, all routing algorithms can benefit from dropping
very old packets by using a TTL timer. Although Epidemic has high delivery rates, flooding is likely to
cause a high overhead due to the number of copied messages in the network, which can congest the
network. Also, by spreading large numbers of messages over the network, this type of algorithm will
consume a significant amount of resources such as power, bandwidth and buffer space.
2.1.3. Spray and Wait (SAW)
With the intention of reducing the resource consumption for the Epidemic protocol,
Spyropoulos et al. [15] proposed the Spray and Wait routing protocol to control the replication of
messages in the network. Spray and Wait (SAW) routing is a combination of the distribution speed
of Epidemic and the simplicity of Direct Delivery protocols [16]. Similar to the Epidemic protocol,
the SAW protocol copies messages without any knowledge of the network topology but it limits the
number of copies of the message.
This routing protocol consists of two phases:
Spray phase: The source node after generating a new message, sprays L message copies to L
intermediate nodes it encounters. When the copies are received by intermediate nodes these go into
the second phase.
Wait phase: The intermediate nodes carry all the received messages in their buffer and wait until
hopefully one of the nodes will encounter the final destination and deliver the data to it directly.
There are two types of Spray and Wait [17]:
• Source Spray and Wait: In this method, the source node spreads all L-1 copies to the first L-1
encountered distinct nodes (each encountered node gets a copy; and the source itself retains a
copy), and all nodes with a copy are in the Wait phase until they meet the destination and release
the copy.
• Binary Spray and Wait: In Binary type, the source node generates L copies of the original message
and whenever it meets a node with no copies, it transfers half of the copies (L/2) to the node and
keeps the remaining copies (L/2). The source and relay node with (L > 1) copies continue this
process until a single copy remains, which is delivered to the destination directly.
2.1.4. Prophet
To improve the delivery probability and reducing the consumption of network resources, another
DTN routing was introduced called Probabilistic Routing Protocol using History of Encounters and
Transitivity (PROPHET) [18].
PROPHET, unlike Epidemic, uses information which is derived from the past node encounters
such as number of packet copies, mobility pattern, location, contact time and social behavior of nodes
to optimize the packet delivery [19]. In PROPHET, each node uses a probabilistic metric named
delivery predictability, P(a,b) ∈ [0, 1] which is established at every node, a, for each known destination
b, indicating the probability of the relay node for delivering packets to the final destination [18].
By using this metric, reliable node choices for the next message hop can be estimated.
In PROPHET, when two nodes encounter each other, they exchange their summary vectors
including the delivery predictabilities for all destinations known by every node and update the interval
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delivery predictability. After updating the information, nodes decide which messages should be
exchanged based on the forwarding strategy. If node a communicates with node c, a carried message
with destination b is forwarded from node a to c if P(a,b) < P(c,b).
PROPHET relies on the calculation of probabilistic metrics to estimate the probability of a node
delivering the message to the destination which is calculated in three parts [20].
• When two nodes meet each other, they exchange and update their delivery predictability, so the
node, which is encountered frequently, has a higher delivery predictability than other encounters.
This probabilistic metric is calculated as:
P(a,b) = P(a,b)old + (1 − P(a,b)old) × Pencounter (1)
where Pencounter is an initialization constant.
• When two nodes do not encounter each other, their delivery predictability should be low.
Equation (2) is the aging equation for a node where γ(gama) ∈ [0, 1] is the aging constant and k is
the elapsed time since the last aging time update.
P(a,b) = P(a,b)old × γk (2)
Another part of the calculation of delivery probability is the transitive property. If node a
frequently meets node b and node b frequently meets node c then node c is a good candidate for
forwarding messages intended for node a. Equation (3) indicates the effect of transitivity on the
delivery predictability where β ∈ [0, 1] is a scaling constant of the effect which the transitivity should
have on the delivery predictability.
P(a,c) = P(a,c)old + (1 − P(a,c)old) × P(a,b) × P(b,c) × β (3)
2.2. Challenges of Routing Protocols
There are many technical challenges in designing DTN routing protocols such as long delay,
high latency, limited resources, frequent disconnection and opportunistic or predictable connections.
In several research projects, the performance of some of these DTN routing protocols has been analyzed
and compared in terms of data delivery rates and latency.
Mehto and Chawla [17] compared some of the popular routing protocols namely Epidemic,
MaxProp, PROPHET and Spray and Wait (SAW). They studied the impact of varying buffer sizes
and varying “L” copy parameter in SAW on the performance of three metrics, namely Delivery Ratio,
Overhead Ratio, and Average Delay by using the Opportunistic Networking Environment (ONE)
simulator. Desai, et al. [21] investigated and compared three different DTN routing protocols: Direct
Delivery, Epidemic Routing and Spray and Wait (SAW) by focusing on the average packet delivery
probability and average latency. They asserted that Direct Delivery has the lowest packet delivery
probability and this routing is not appropriate for real-time applications. These studies investigated
and analyzed the performance of DTN routing protocols in terms of various buffer sizes and number
of nodes. The mainstream DTN routing protocols assumed to be unconstrained in energy resources,
hence they do not adjust their behaviour based on the available energy.
The main purpose of our study is to address the issues of energy-aware and energy-efficient
DTN routing protocols, which have not been widely investigated. Our study addresses the fact that
energy considerations are critically important in energy-constrained deployments and can substantially
improve data delivery rates.
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2.3. Energy Efficiency of DTN Routing Protocols
Different routing protocols with their own diverse characteristics and features have been proposed
for DTNs. The existing DTN routing protocols do not consider the available energy resources when
making routing decisions. Only a few researchers have investigated energy-aware protocols.
Cabacas et al. [22] investigated the performance of four existing DTN routing protocols in terms of
energy consumption by varying the number of nodes, message sizes, message generation intervals and
the nodes’ speeds. They only measured energy consumption and did not consider energy information
in DTN routing decisions.
The authors in [11,23] proposed energy-efficient add-ons to existing routing protocols such as the
Epidemic routing protocol and Two-Hop routing protocol (2HR), which uses a forwarding strategy
based on the message lifetime and delivery probability requirements. They analyzed the performance
of these two protocols using analytical models such as an Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE)
model in a heterogeneous DTN. In [11], an ODE model was used to model the performance of these
routing protocols with individual node selfishness. The energy-efficiency improvement of their work
is revealed by comparing the performance of both Epidemic and 2HR protocols. The applicability of
these protocols in realistic scenarios representing practical applications needs further investigation.
Another body of literature focuses on maximizing network lifetime. Sghaier et al. [24] proposed
EXLIOSE (EXtending network LIfetime in Opportunistic SEnsor Networks), a routing protocol in
mobile WSNs based on a new metric called Energy Shortage Cost (ESC). The aim of this approach is
maximizing network lifetime by choosing the next hop based on ESC, which considers the energy
consumption and residual energy of each sensor node. A decision for transferring the message to other
nodes is based on a calculation of the ESC in each node, and messages are forwarded to the neighbour
with a lower ESC.
Cabacas and Ra [25] proposed a novel context-metric queuing method for Delay Tolerant
Networks to achieve high delivery probabilities with higher-priority messages and utilize the node’s
energy efficiently in transmission. A new metric is introduced to sort and queue a message in the
buffer by using a node’s remaining energy, speed and estimated distance to the destination. To achieve
effective utilization of a node’s energy in transmission, an energy-aware transmission scheme is
implemented to assign priority levels of messages for forwarding the messages to nodes. Both
EXLIOSE and CEAMS (Context-metric queuing and Energy-Aware Message priority Scheme) methods
provide higher message delivery rates and performance over protocols that do not take energy into
consideration. However, the energy consumption and residual energy of nodes are calculated based
on radio scanning and transmitting energy without considering energy consumption when generating
messages and without considering energy harvesting.
Energy-Aware Epidemic Routing (EAER) [26] is an extension of the n-Epidemic routing, which
aims to improve packet delivery ratio and energy consumption. The n-parameter strategy is proposed
to optimize the possibility of transferring packets from a node to its neighbors when they are within
the transmission range. By using this technique, a node will transmit its packet to the next node
only when it is within the range of at least n neighbors. They proposed an energy-aware heuristic
algorithm called the Prevalence Strategy (PS), which manages the value of n based on the Current
Energy Level (CEL) and Current Neighbour Node (CNN). When the residual energy of a node is low,
the n-parameter value will be increased so the probability of being within the range of many nodes is
low, allowing the node to conserve energy.
Previous work on DTN routing protocols mostly focused on the energy consumption. Namely,
forwarding decisions are designed to be energy efficient, but these forwarding decisions are not
reflected by the energy available on each node. In our work, forwarding decisions consider available
energy. There has also been little research done in energy-aware DTN routing protocols for mobile
nodes that include the capability of energy harvesting and energy storage. Past work has assumed
energy is a monotonically decreasing resource. The aim of this study is to propose a novel approach to
enhance existing DTN routing protocols with the expectation for high packet delivery rates through
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energy-aware forwarding decisions based on instantaneous energy reserves. From the literature review
mentioned above, there is a research gap in the area of energy-efficient DTN routing.
We believe that DTN routing protocols can be modified to improve their performance when both
available energy and future energy harvesting are considered.
2.4. The Opportunistic Networking Environment (ONE) Simulator
The Opportunistic Networking Environment (The ONE) simulator is a Java program which
makes complex DTN simulations more realistic [7]. The ONE has been widely used for evaluating
DTN routing and application protocols. This simulator is able to use various movement models from
synthetic models to real movement traces to create a motion model of nodes, forwarding messages
between nodes through different DTN routing protocols and visualizing the mobility motion of nodes
and message transfer in its graphical user interface.
The movement model of nodes, inter-node contacts, routing and message handling are the main
functions of the ONE simulator. Visualization, reports and post-processing tools are used for analyzing
and collecting the results [27]. Figure 1 shows an overview of the ONE simulator, which has four
modules, namely, movement models, routing, event generator and visualization, and results.
The output is produced by the visualization and results module. ONE is capable of visualizing
results of simulation in two ways: via an interactive Graphical User Interface (GUI) and by generating
images or graphs from the reports, which are created in the simulation [27]. The ONE simulator can be
run through two methods: a GUI method and a batch method. The GUI method is used for visualizing,
testing and debugging whereas the batch mode is used for running multiple simulation scenarios with
different parameters.
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As each node has an energy budget, which is consumed for node activities such as forwarding,
receiving, radio scanning and generating message, the energy mechanism [28] is implemented in the
ONE simulator to analyze the impact of energy consumption on the DTN routing protocols. This
energy module is added within the routing module in the ONE framework as shown in Figure 2.
This work extends the open-source ONE simulator by allowing existing DTN protocols to make
forwarding decisions based on the available energy resources. It also extends the energy modelling to
include energy-harvesting features, where the energy is replenished from solar power.
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3. New Energy-Aware Routing Protocols
In this section, we first describe t e general WSN framework that under ins our wildlife
monitoring system. We then propose three energy-aware strategies for DTN routing protocols, namely
Threshold, RRE and ORRE strategies. These approaches extend common DTN protocols to consider
energy and they aim to achieve effective utilization of residual energy. These new techniques use the
standard, well-known routing algorithms such as PROPHET, Epidemic, and Spray and Wait, and then
add an energy threshold below with packets that are forwarded only to gateways. Specifically, we
focus on a family of applications that track mobile objects with regular daily motion patterns that rely
on periodic replenishing of energy resources.
3.1. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) Framework
Our WSN monitoring system is organized as a network with a multi-tier architecture [6] with
low-tier animal tag devices operating on a tight energy-harvesting budget, the middle-tier gateways
acting as a data aggregation layer, and high-tier cloud services offering seamless delay-tolerant
presentation of data to end users (see Figure 3).
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This architecture allows the end devices to focus on sampling the data in an energy-efficient way
and be agnostic when the users access the data. The data aggregation layer supports intermittent
connectivity of the mobile devices. Gateway nodes in the aggregation layer act as data sinks and they
share a network-wide state of the downloaded data for each individual end device. Consequently,
the data from the end devices does not need to be re-downloaded when they connect through another
gateway. The top tier in our system consists of several web services running on a server. This layer
presents real-time updated information about the download status for each individual node, node
configuration information, and finally the time series of the collected data, such as GPS locations or
animal activity.
The main criteria in our system design are energy efficiency at the end device layer and delay
tolerance of the data collection process to support a case where animals are not in contact for an
extended time period. Energy efficiency of data communications is achieved through an asymmetric
low-power listening protocol [29], where gateways keep their radios on at all times and end devices
beacon short packets when they have data to be transmitted. The delay tolerance is achieved through
buffering the data in the on-board flash memory on the end devices, until the time when the node
connects to a gateway node. Our buffer was designed to hold data over a two-week period, after
which old data will be overwritten.
3.2. Threshold Algorithm
The Threshold algorithm incorporates a user-defined energy threshold below which the node
will conserve its energy. Such a threshold is designed to prevent the node from running out of energy
causing shutdown of its processor. The threshold can have a significant impact on the performance of
routing protocols. For example, nodes may save energy for later, so they can transmit packets directly
to the base station when they come within the transmission range.
The energy threshold Eth is defined as a fixed percentage (thpercentage) of the harvested energy
(Eh) in the system. Given the harvested energy Eh, we define the energy threshold as follows:
Eth = thpercentage × Eh (4)
Specifically, the Threshold algorithm will not forward packets to other nodes or accept forwarding
packets when the stored energy falls below Eth. Effectively, the node changes to the Direct Delivery
mode to only transmit packets to a base station. The node will also stop collecting data from the sensor
(such as GPS), if the energy falls below a fixed threshold [30,31], as the energy requirements for sensing
can also be significant. A threshold of 0% corresponds to no energy awareness, and a threshold of
100% is equivalent to the Direct Delivery algorithm.
3.3. Remaining Required Energy (RRE) Algorithm
The Threshold algorithm allows users to control the performance of the routing protocol by
defining the energy threshold parameter. However, it can be a tedious task to find the optimal value
of the energy threshold as it depends on the operating conditions, such as changes in the energy
harvested per day, or changes in the motion patterns of the tracked objects. The RRE algorithm derives
the best value of the threshold denoted by ETh RRE Fwd automatically.
The underlying principle is to conserve sufficient energy required to allow a node to transmit
packets currently stored in its buffer to a base station at the time of their next encounter. Effectively,
the strategy is to prioritize transmission of direct packets to the base station over multi-hop data
packets and over sensing additional data.
The RRE forwarding threshold (ETh RRE Fwd) depends on two factors: (1) the energy required
to transmit the packets collected since the last encounter with a base station (Etx_packetToday); and
(2) the energy required for the node to run its basic functions (such as scanning for a base station)
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until its energy is recharged (Escan). The energy threshold for entering the energy conservation state
is therefore:
ETh RRE Fwd = Etx_packetToday + Escan (5)
where Etx_packetToday estimates the energy needed to deliver packets to a base station based on the
number of packets currently buffered at the node and Escan estimates the energy baseline required
until the next energy-harvesting event.
The following equations define the energy required for forwarding packets and radio scanning:
Etx_packetToday = NpacketToday × Etx_per_packet × Ctx_loss (6)
NpacketToday = NcurrentPackets - NPreviousDayPackets (7)
Escan = (tremaining_time ÷ tscaninterval) × Erx_scan (8)
where NpacketToday is the number of packets that the node received and/or generated today.
Etx_per_packet is the amount of energy needed to transmit one packet. As some packets may be lost due
to collisions, we use a multiplication factor Ctx_loss to reserve enough energy for packet retransmissions.
Finally, tremaining_time is the time until the node starts harvesting energy next time, tscaninterval is the
time interval that the node scans for the presence of another node, and Erx_scan is the amount of energy
required for channel scanning.
Similar to the Threshold algorithm, once the energy falls below a predetermined threshold, the
node stops GPS location tracking to reserve its energy for transmitting stored packets directly to the
base station.
3.4. Optimized Remaining Required Energy (ORRE) Algorithm
The RRE algorithm automatically determines the optimal threshold for individual nodes based on
the energy required to transmit stored packets back to the base station. However, this constraint does
not take into account scenarios where the nodes collect data in a non-uniform manner. Specifically
to the wildlife-tracking scenario, if animals are active during the middle of the day, the RRE strategy
will overestimate its available energy resources during the first half of the day when the tracking
nodes are collecting a small number of data points. We propose the Optimized Remaining Required
Energy (ORRE) strategy to address the non-uniform data collection scenarios using a user-provided
parameter to define the minimal number of packets that the application is expected to collect between
energy-harvesting events.
The forwarding threshold of ORRE (ETh oRRE Fwd) is based on three factors: (1) the energy required
for transmitting the current packets in the buffer (Etx_packetToday); (2) the energy required for scanning
the base station during the remainder of the day until the next recharge time (Escan); and (3) the energy
required for forwarding the minimum number of collected packets to the base station (EReserved). The
forwarding energy threshold (ETh oRRE Fwd) for reserving energy in ORRE is calculated as follows:
ETh oRRE Fwd = Etx_packetToday + Escan + Eexpected (9)
Etx_packetToday = NpacketToday × Etx_per_packet (10)
Escan = (tremaining_time ÷ tscaninterval) × Erx_scan (11)
Eexpected = EReserved × Delta (12)
EReserved = NReserved × (Etx_per_packet + EGPS) (13)
Delta = (tremaining_time ÷ tPerDay) (14)
where EReserved is the expected energy required to forward collected packets to the base station,
Etx_per_packet is the amount of energy required to transmit one packet and EGPS is the amount of energy
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required for sampling one packet. Delta is a parameter that is proportional to the time remaining in
the day.
Unlike the constant thresholds for data sampling used in Threshold and RRE strategies,
the sampling threshold in ORRE also depends on the number of packets stored in the buffer:
ETh oRRE Samp = NpacketToday × Etx_per_packet (15)
The nodes stop sampling once their remaining energy drops below the sampling threshold
(ETh oRRE Samp).
Both RRE and ORRE algorithms require the nodes to be able to accurately estimate the time
when they recharge their energy and the time of the next contact with a base station. We note that
these assumptions are true in our motivating application, or more generally, in solar energy-based
deployments of sensor networks that collect data regularly.
We implemented the three strategies in the ONE simulator. Specifically, the algorithms are
implemented in the lower layers of the network stack, thus they are reusable across existing DTN
routing protocols. Most implementations of DTN routing protocols in ONE rely on shared functions
that are used by all routing protocols. For example, the “ActiveRouter” Java class implements the
functionality associated with dropping packets when the time-to-live expires in transit or a buffer is
full. By extending the shared function components, energy-aware functionality can be enabled across
all routing protocols. We can then utilize existing protocols to study mobile networks with periodic
motion, specifically with animal tracking scenarios.
3.5. Discussion
We have presented three different strategies to support energy awareness for DTN routing
protocols. The Threshold strategy is straightforward and efficient; however, it requires the user to
provide a predetermined threshold for the node to enter a power-saving mode. Since the threshold is
fixed, the Threshold strategy does not perform optimally under different operating conditions such as
different energy harvesting, packet generation rates and changed motion patterns.
The RRE strategy addresses the inflexibility of the Threshold strategy by determining the optimal
threshold automatically. A drawback of RRE is that nodes can consume too much energy to forward
or sample data in scenarios where they encounter other animals non-uniformly during the day.
The ORRE strategy aims to improve the packet delivery rates of RRE by introducing a reserved
energy budget for a certain minimum number of data samples collected during the day. This approach
is capable of achieving an appropriate balance between forwarding and sampling data, while
conserving sufficient energy for direct delivery to the base station at later stages.
In all of these algorithms, the nodes that have never met the base station, are not informed about
the packets that are delivered to the base station. Consequently, the energy they expend on packets that
were already delivered to the base station through other nodes are wasted. This reduces the chance of
delivering packets to the base station. To account for this effect, we consider a global buffer, in which
the nodes track the packets that were delivered to the base station.
4. Evaluation and Analysis
This study uses the ONE simulator [7] to evaluate the proposed Threshold, RRE and ORRE
algorithms for the mainstream DTN routing protocols with a focus on tracking wild animals.
The simulation scenario and extension of the ONE simulator to support empirically based simulations
are described, followed by the discussion of the evaluation metrics and results.
4.1. Scenarios
While the results from this work may be more generally applicable to mobile DTN applications,
we focus our evaluation on scenarios inspired by the flying fox tracking project. We perform
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simulations for two animal species that have different daily activity patterns, to explore the
performance of our proposed algorithms under different scenarios.
Specifically, we assume the tracked animals periodically visit foraging areas where they look for
food and rest at roosting camps between the feeding periods. Some of the rest areas are equipped with
base stations that download data from animals and forward it to a server. In addition to the suite of
sensors that track animal locations and activities, each node has a solar panel for energy replenishment.
There are five resting areas and five foraging areas on the simulated map. Two rest areas are
equipped with base stations. We simulate twenty animal nodes with GPS tracking sensors, and
one-half of the animals periodically come back within the transmission range of a base station each day.
Each scenario runs for one week (7 days and 7 nights). The flying and foraging time is 3 h,
and during this time GPS position is recorded every 4–6 min. Each GPS reading generates a 100-byte
packet, and each node generates approximately 3.5 KB per day. If a node runs out of energy, it will
stop taking any more GPS readings or participating in communication with other nodes.
4.2. Activity Patterns
The primary animal species simulated in this paper are flying foxes (a species of fruit bat).
The animals take approximately twice as long to travel between foraging and resting areas as they
spend foraging, based on statistics derived from the empirical data [6]. Energy harvesting happens
in the rest area, as the animals sleep during the day in direct sunlight and look for food during the
night. The animals offload the data they collected during the day to a base station when they are at the
resting area, but subject to the energy constraints.
We also simulate an animal species with daytime feeding patterns and call this the pigeon-tracking
scenario (without loss of generality). Pigeons are assumed to follow similar mobility patterns to flying
foxes, except their commute and forage periods overlap with energy harvesting, while flying foxes are
resting when the energy is harvested during the day.
Although in our simulations, the animals randomly change their motion patterns, their foraging
areas, and the resting areas they visit, they maintain temporal regularity of their daily patterns.
For example, they start and stop foraging at approximately the same time. We use this regularity
pattern to design our proposed routing protocols aiming to improve packet delivery rates.
4.3. Simulation Parameters
Our selection of simulation parameters was motivated by an existing system deployment for the
flying fox monitoring program [29]. All nodes include batteries with 300 mAh capacity corresponding
to 4000 J of stored energy. Each GPS reading consumes energy of 0.75 J. We use a low-power listening
scheme set with 1% radio duty cycle [32] that uses 0.052 J to transmit a packet and 0.002 J to receive a
packet or channel scanning for presence of another node. The radio range is 500 m, transmission speed
is 250 kbps, and each node has 5 MB packet buffer space. The packet buffers are sufficient to store all
messages generated during simulation. Sensor nodes can harvest energy up to the maximum battery
capacity. The summary of the simulation parameters is listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Simulation parameters for both flying fox and pigeon scenarios.
Number Simulation Parameter Value
1 Simulation time 7 days (3 h per day)
2 Movement model External Movement
3 Message size 100 b
4 Buffer size 5 Mb
5 Update interval 0.01
6 Battery capacity 300 mAh–4000 J
7 Transmit energy 0.052 J
8 Scan energy 0.001 J
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Table 1. Cont.
Number Simulation Parameter Value
9 Receive energy 0.002 J
10 Sensing energy 0.75 J
11 Message generation interval 4–6 min
12 Recharge energy 30 J
13 Number of base station 2
14 Number of nodes 20
15 Transmit range 100 m
4.4. Extension of the Opportunistic Networking Environment (ONE) Simulator
Configuring a simulation scenario in the ONE simulator involves defining motion traces, packet
generation events, and hardware-related simulation parameters. The ONE simulator also supports
external motion traces for the simulated nodes and accepts time series of node locations (t, id, x, y) as
an input, where t is the time of the location, id is the node identifier, and (x, y) are the node coordinates.
Our flying fox dataset is relatively sparse in recorded contacts between animals. We therefore
model the behaviour and motion patterns of the animals based on empirical traces. Specifically,
we classify the animal behaviours into one of three states: resting, foraging, and travelling between
foraging sites. The animals are stationary in the resting state, follow random movement within the
foraging area in the foraging state and follow a randomized shortest path to travel between foraging
areas. Parameters of the random motion were obtained empirically from existing flying fox movement
traces. The behaviour and motion model generates a single motion trajectory for one day in the life of
a flying fox, which is used in the simulator.
The energy consumption model in the ONE simulator by Silva et al. [28] was insufficient for
our purposes, as it does not support energy harvesting. We have therefore extended the model to
allow for periodic harvesting of energy at predefined time intervals (such as daylight periods for solar
harvesting) and introduced a parameter that defines the capacity of the energy storage.
4.5. Performance Metrics
We consider three metrics in our evaluation. The first metric was adapted for the purposes of our
simulation scenario, while the remaining two metrics are commonly used in literature.
• Packets Delivered (per day): This is the main performance metric. The number of packets delivered
to the base station is used rather than the more standard delivery rate metric (i.e., percentage
of packets that are delivered to the destination). The reason is that the number of generated
packets can vary for different nodes and routing protocols, as nodes do not generate packets when
they run out of energy or their energy is below a fixed threshold. We normalize the metric per
simulation day, so it is independent of the duration of the simulation.
• Overhead Ratio: This is defined as the ratio of total number of packets transmitted in the network
and the number of packets delivered to the base station successfully.
Overhead Ratio =
(R−D)
D
(16)
where R is the number of messages relayed during the simulation and D is number of messages
delivered to the base station.
• Average Latency: This is calculated as the average time required for a packet to be delivered to a
base station.
Average Latency =
Nr
∑
k=1
(Tr− Tc)
Nr
(17)
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where Tr is the time when the packet is received, Tc is the time when the packet is created and Nr
is the number of received packets.
Other possible metrics of interest which can be derived from the above metrics include:
• Number of initiated messages: This is just the same as the number of messages transmitted, since
messages are only sent when a link is established, and in this simulation they are always
successfully received.
• Average Hop Count: For successfully received messages this is the same as (1 + overhead ratio).
• Number of Dropped Packets: This is the number of packets out of the 720 generated per day that
are not delivered, i.e., (720 – packets delivered), since undelivered packets are dropped once
the time-to-live expires. Buffers are sufficient large that all packets are retained until their TTL
is reached.
4.6. Results and Analyses
The performance of our proposed strategies, viz., Threshold, RRE and ORRE are evaluated with
four DTN routing protocols: Epidemic, Prophet, Spray and Wait, and Direct Delivery. The statistics
based on three randomized trials are calculated and we show the average results for both flying foxes
and pigeon scenarios.
Figure 4 shows the daily packet delivery rates of DTN routing protocols using Threshold, RRE
and ORRE strategies for the flying fox scenario. In this figure, a threshold of zero corresponds to the
original DTN algorithms and a threshold of one corresponds to direct packet deliveries to the base
station similar to the Direct Delivery protocol.
Figure 4 shows that the performance of energy-unaware algorithms (zero threshold) can be
improved for the four DTN routing protocols at the optimal threshold. Similarly, all protocols perform
the same as Direct Delivery when the threshold reaches one. The optimal threshold for all protocols is 0.5
and improves the original Epidemic, Prophet, Spray and Wait protocols by 12%, 10%, 10%, respectively.
Prophet protocol performs the best in Threshold strategy as Prophet is able to best make use of the
regular daily patterns and periodic contacts between nodes.
The results of RRE strategy are slightly worse than the optimal threshold in the Threshold
algorithm. However, the ORRE strategy improves the RRE performance up to 4% and closes the gap
to the optimal Threshold strategy.
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the energy-unaware version of all algorithms except Direct Delivery by up to 13%. In this scenario,
the optimal threshold is 0.7 and the four DTN protocols perform similarly to each other.
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We also present the overhead ratio of algorithms as shown in Figure 7. The figure indicates that
in both scenarios, when threshold increases, the overhead ratio decreases. This is because participation
of nodes in data forwarding is limited which leads to less communication and forwarding few packets
to other nodes.
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4.7. Parameter Variation
The use of the pigeon (feeding during energy harvesting) and flying fox (feeding at night,
harvesting during the day) models shows the resilience and applicability of the method for two
different scenarios. Some other variations of the system parameters were also tested to demonstrate
that the method works for different scenarios.
In Figure 8, the number of mobile nodes is changed from 20 to 10, and it is seen that the
performance is largely the same as in Figures 5 and 6 (except only half as many total packets).
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Similarly, the fraction of roosting camps with base stations is changed from two to three (out of
five), with the original 20 nodes. Figure 9 shows these results, and the new algorithms still work well
for both (a) pigeon and (b) flying fox scenarios.
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4.8. Error Analysis
To ens re that he results are not unduly affected by random events in each trial, th simulations
were run three times, and the result in Figures 4–9 show the average results over three runs of seven
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fox scenarios.
The complex random motions and interactions of the mobile nodes mean that it is not possible to
analytically calculate the results, except in a few cases. For the Direct Delivery method, there is no
node-to-node forwarding so the d livery rate is just th percentage of ani als that return to amps
with a base station. Fo Figures 5 and 6, Direct Delivery correctly del ers 50% (360/720) of packets
per day. During testing, some degenerate scenarios were tried (very large energy, all flying foxes in the
same feeding area, epidemic routing) and these achieved close to 100% delivery. These two extreme
analytical comparisons provide confidence in the correctness of the simulation results.
4.9. Comparison with Other Approaches
Secti n 2.3 above pr sents a number of other approaches for energy efficiency in DTN
communications. The pa ers d scribing these algorithms present only the g ner l principles of
their operation, a d we were not able to obtain sufficie t d tails of the algorithms to perform a direct
quantitative comparison. However, we can make the following qualitative comparison.
The other approaches all seek to reduce the overall energy consumption by making choices about
the cost of forwarding, and only choose energy-efficient message transfers. However, forwarding
decisions are not based on the instantaneous amount of available energy in scenarios where energy
is depleted and then replaced, so they cannot change their behaviour depending on whether energy
is scarce or abundant. They cannot adjust their behaviour in the presence of energy harvesting,
which replenishes energy reserves. The work above shows that such decisions can improve
performance metrics.
The technique proposed here does not replace these other methods; it is a general approach to
any forwarding method which stops message forwarding (except to a gateway) when energy is low.
Indeed, this new method could be usefully combined with many of the other methods in Section 2.3.
5. Conclusions
Our study investigated the Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) routing protocols for wildlife
tracking applications within two different scenarios (flying fox and pigeon scenarios). Animal motion
traces from the flying foxes tracking application are used for both scenarios with different activity
patterns. Three energy-aware strategies are proposed based on the available energy resources to make
forwarding decisions. The three proposed strategies have been evaluated against the performance of
DTN routing protocols in terms of appropriate utilization of residual energy.
Our results show that the proposed energy-aware strategies can improve data yields of the Spray
and Wait, Epidemic and Prophet routing protocols by up to 13% in both scenarios. Furthermore, the
Optimized Remaining Required Energy (ORRE) strategy can automatically set the best threshold for
current conditions, while offering similar performance as the predetermined Threshold strategy.
J. Sens. Actuator Netw. 2016, 5, 18 20 of 21
A limitation of our work is that it has tested one particular mobility pattern for evaluating the
protocols. An interesting direction for future work is to test our approach on different mobility patterns
to observe the effect of the mobility patterns on the protocol performance.
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